TechCrete® PolyCote Performance Coating is a brushable/rollable grade, pure polyurea coating that has been formulated to the physical properties of a high performance coating but with a user-friendly application. This product exhibits excellent adhesion to concrete and other inorganic substrates.

TechCrete® PolyCote Performance Coating contains a proprietary chemistry that bonds organic materials to inorganic materials. It is an 84% solids product with no VOC's. Standard product is light gray in color, but additional colors may be available.

**TechCrete® PolyCote Performance Coating**
- 84% solids product with No VOC’s.
- Brushable/rollable.
- Excellent adhesion to concrete.
- Bonds organic materials to inorganic materials.

**For Use On:**
- Basins & Reservoirs
- Parking Structures
- Bridges
- Pools
- Concrete Restoration
- Floors
- Marine Structures
- Water Treatment

The following warranties require the use of TechCrete PolyCote Coating and are only available when the full system is applied by a TechCrete Certified Applicator:

**New Construction:** TechCrete **DIAMOND** 30-Year Limited Liability Material & Labor Warranty.

**New & Existing Construction:** TechCrete **EMERALD** 15-Year Limited Liability Material & Labor Warranty.